SUSANNA LINDEBORG´S
MWENDO DAWA
A TASTE OF FOUR FREE MINDS

LJCD 5248

Experience Mwendo Dawa! Jazz - freeform - fusion - avant garde - electro acoustic music or
just Mwendo Dawa! The group from the start led and developed by Susanna Lindeborg and
Ove Johansson is not only fronting these two musicians but also consists of four very strong
personalities and four utterly skillful musicians and improvisers.
To be able to completely understand and comprehend the music of Mwendo Dawa you should
have to listen to the whole catalogue of the group from the late 70th until today with a very
modern sound and searching for new forms and expression. All the time with the acoustic
instruments in focus but with the developement of electronic instruments and later on
computers as a basis for musical expression. But it is not necessary to follow the whole musical
trip - you can just accept the music and give yourself time to listen!
A bunch of very fine musicians have been members of Mwendo Dawa but the present setup with
Jimmi Roger Pedersen and David Sundby has stayed for some years now. Until today
Mwendo Dawa has always used compositions as means for improvisation, but this time the group
has worked only with free improvisation - just interrupted with one or two themes. Besides
acoustic piano, tenorsax and EWI, bass and drums the three laptops play a siginificant role as
improvising instruments. Nothing is settled in beforehand or pre programmed, no over dubs are
made - the music is created in the moment in studio. Listen to the very exciting Mirror 2 or just
take a short taste of one of the short Minits.
Skip all genres and categories and listen to the long, thrilling and maybe also demanding trip that
Mwendo Dawa invites you to!
Diskografics of Mwendo Dawa

Susanna Lindeborgs Mwendo Dawa is:
Susanna Lindeborg, piano, laptop
Ove Johansson, tenorsax, EWI, laptop
Jimmi Roger Pedersen, bass, laptop
David Sundby, drums
www.lj-records.se/mwendo.html
www.myspace.com/mwendodawa
www.lj-records.se/susanna.html
www.lj-records.se/ove.html
www.myspace.com/susannalindeborg
www.myspace.com/ovejohanssontenorsax
www.jrpedersen.dk

”Basic Lines” Sonet SLP2634
”Live at Montreux” Dragon DRLP28
”Mwendo Dawa 80” Dragon DRLP30
”Free Lines” Dragon DRLP33
”New York Lines” Dragon DRLP41
”Four Voices” Dragon DRLP47
”Street Lines” Dragon DRLP72
”MD at Northsea” Dragon DRLP79
”City Beat” Dragon DRLP92
”Dimensions” Dragon DRLP123
”Human Walk” Dragon DRLP155
”Live is here again” LJRec LJCD5203
”The New Scene” LJRec LJCD5208
”Enter the Outloop” LJRec LJCD5211
”Breathing Clusters” LJRec LJCD5217
”Live in Göteborg” LJRec LJCD5225
”Time Sign” LJRec LJCD5234
”live at fasching” LJRec LJCD5244
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